
Who we are?
Your company's business needs come first, technology is a tool to achieve them. 
We will take care of their perfect combination.
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The customer's success is always the

most important thing for our team.

Because your success is ours.

https://stepwise.pl/
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Norway

France UK Luxemburg

Germany Nether lands Canada

International
projects

Numbers that will help you get to know us better:
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Carefully verified
reviews
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Top 15 GCP
Consultant on
Clutch - Globally

We are experts in Google Cloud Platform and we are proud of it.
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Numbers that will help you get to know us better:



                      Fast 
Growing Star: 

#1 Poland
#7 Eastern Europe
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Revenue increases (+680% in 3 years)

Numbers that will help you get to know us better:
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Fast team
scaling 

3 years
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Numbers that will help you get to know us better:

307



For you confidence 

- our recommendations:

“They’re devoted, proficient

developers that have

mastered their technology

and domain.”

“I was impressed by their

understanding of our

business leading to a more

cooperative approach.”

Coders Co., The
Netherlands

“They collaborate with you to

find the best solutions to

your problems, both

technical and non-

technical.”

Software Solution
Provider, Norway

Mondeca, 
France

Startup, The
Netherlands 

“We can tell them to do it this

way, but they’ll propose a

better idea if they have one.”

COO Stephane Senkowski, CEO Gosia Wrzesinska, CEO Peter Kloprogge, Co-Founder



In what areas can we help you?

Product
Design

Software Custom 
Development

Cloud
Services

Personalized software, created

based on your expectations and

business needs.

A combination of improving the

aesthetics of a product, the

functionality, and the performance. 

Only cloud services can provide your

business with the scalability, uptime,

and access to resources you need to

grow.

You are able to modify it at the
right moment, and scale company
to its needs.

Key benefits are: scalability,
cost-efficiency, easy
deployment .

You can lower your costs, improve
performance, durability, increase
sales of your products or services
and finally - improve market
position.Perfect solution if you need a

tailor-made software completely
suit to your business needs.

Cloud services offer an excellent
cost vs. performance balance at
the same time. It serves technical purposes such

as documentation for production
or new technologies.

By choosing custom software, the
technology adapts to the needs of
your organization.



Technologies that will contribute
to your success:
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look what  we have been working onImplementation examples:

Stepwise built from scratch a SaaS platform that supports loan and credit businesses with the use of a decision-facilating and

scoring engine. We created a fully scalable SaaS platform, which is now successfully implemented by 4 end clients. We have

conducted complex integrations with 3rd party solutions offering risk assessment and borrower verification services.

The goal was to create a sophisticated and ambitious SaaS platform targeted at the broadly understood Renewable Energy

sector on the German market. The solution - connect the world of private investors and local businesses with the world of

finance and corporations ready to invest in a sector of the economy. Project led by Stepwise from scratch and touching all the

process development areas.

Renewable Energy funding acquisition portal

Greenbird has come up with a concept to help Utilities optimize their traditional grid operations, which so far have been largely

dependent on the outdated IT architecture and lengthy system integrations outsourced to external partners. Stepwise team

helps mainy with core system development, DSL based on Kotlin, Java, GCP, Spring Boot and Akka tech stack.

Smart Integration Platform for Digital Utilities

Smart Fintech Platform

https://stepwise.pl/our-cases/smart-fintech-platform/
https://stepwise.pl/our-cases/renewable-energy-funding-acquisition-portal/
https://stepwise.pl/our-cases/smart-integration-platform-for-digital-utilities/


Why do you 

exactly need digital
transformation?

Digital Transformation is business transformation, and organizations

must evolve to meet changing trends, business requirements and

competition.

Digital Transformation is crucial for business growth.

The time is slowly coming when only those organizations that undergo

digital transformation will be successful, do you want to be among

them?

Organizations that undergo digital transformation:

shorten the distance between them and their customers,

increase the pace of innovation

and at the same time the share of profits in their industry.



How can you start 

the process of transformation?

1

2
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We always recommend to validate your

digital product idea.

(It can be market research, research on available

solutions or analysis of the needs of potential

application users.)

We advice preparing a proof-of-concept 

(or an audit) at the start.

Next step (within 2-4 months) is creating 

a MVP (Minimum Viable Product).

They take relatively little time and resources,

require much less investment than creating

the final digital product, and provide a lot of

valuable information, thanks to which you

can make the right decisions regarding the

further development of a dedicated digital

product.



Why will your business reach 

a higher level with us?

Everything for  your  comfort  and
sense of  secur i ty !

Pair Programming

Agile Approach

Test-driven development (TDD)

Democracy in Technology

The processes we use:

Diverse team - technical and
soft skills people

Our team expects others to follow
the best coding and design
standards

We care for transparency, quality
and constantly experiment with
technology

Technical team, recruits technical
people

Definitely every person is a
business person

We learn and teach each of our
clients

Because of people:

Our team is fully multidisciplinary



We are ambitious too 

- we develop with you:

Plan for 2021:

Areas in which we want to develop and grow:

New directions:

Constant Growth and development

Team ^30%

Exploring knowledge in the field of Machine Learning

We will see which aspects of technology will captivate us :)

Cloud services as a base - absolute specialization

Data Driven concept - the role of a mentor

Cloud Native Experts

Business Processes Automation trend setters
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Get in touch!

krzysztof.szukiec@stepwise.pl

Krzysztof Szukieć

Blog

CEO

+48 888 634 442

Let's talk about your
business needs. It’s
always easy to talk
to us!

Find us on:

https://stepwise.pl/
https://medium.com/stepwise
https://www.facebook.com/stepwiseIT/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stepwise-stepwise.pl-/
https://stepwise.pl/
https://dribbble.com/stepwise
https://clutch.co/profile/stepwise
https://clutch.co/profile/stepwise?utm_source=widget&utm_medium=widget_2&utm_campaign=widget&utm_content=logo
https://clutch.co/profile/stepwise
https://www2.deloitte.com/ce/en/pages/about-deloitte/topics/technology-fast-50.html

